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Ennaaent people
MarkWrightwick -
HMP Parkhurst

There is much evidence that
the percentage of innocent
people in prison is at a re-
cord high. Every week many
prisoners win appeals
against their convictions.
Every week the problem of
withholding evidence by the
police or CPS is in the media.
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In the future people will
look back on this period of
the British criminal justice
system with horror and
shame. The ability of the
CPS to charge anyone with-
out evidence or proofis ab-
solute madness.

Something needs to happen
soon, because people's lives
are being trashed and no
one seems to care until it af-
fects them or their families.

I call upon the Prime Minis-
ter to sort this terrible mess
out ASAP.

Adopt the Fnemch system
WH Beattie - former prisoner

The current scandal regarding the withholding ofevidence
which is helpful to the Defence appears to focus mainly on
police officers. Of course police officers want convictions, a
conviction validates their effort and work. Officers who get
convictions in difficult cases will also get promotion.

However, I think the CPS and their predecessors are far more
to blame than police officers. All prosecutions of any gravity
have pre-trial conferences attended by police and Prosecut-
ing Counsel. Are we to believe that prosecuting barristers
don't ever ask 'what evidence is there that can weaken or
even destroy our case?'

And, post-trial, when it is finally disclosed that evidence has
been withheld, concealed, altered or tampered with, we re-
ally see the prosecuting authorities in their true colours.

The CPS won't sanction a prosecution against the police for
tampering with evidence because that would invalidate the
jury's verdict.

The Court of Appeal simply aren't interested in any complaint
regarding misconduct by prosecution or even defence counsel.
In this country we have legal dynasties where whole families
earn their living in the Courts and even junior batristers are
connected to senior figures in the iudiciary.

And that old chestnut about Britain having the best legal
brains in the world? Well, last year I heard from one young man
freed on appeal after a iudge gave him lO-years when the
maximum sentence for his crime was 5-years. The judge could
not even be bothered to look at the sentencing guidelines!
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It may well be time to reconsider Michael Mansfield QC's sug-
gestion that we adopt the French system where the trial is an
enquiry. r gnE"igr) o(€G=}7fo6u R.=.r
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